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Abstract 
         This system we are needed to design it to help the patient to know the his disease and 
his treatment in early time, visit the website and choose the width, then he get the type or 
name of his illness and the treatment. In fact the first thing patient do is asking the experts 
who are around them before they go to meet a doctor . This study aims to facilitate instant 
(PMC) for early detection of the disease .The (PMC) expert with of was development and 
evaluate .(RAD) nothing was utilized for (PMC) . medical experts was participate of 30 
specialist ,users evaluate results shows that (PMC) in usable .  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Majority of people are suffering from diseases which leading when to get the appropriate 
treatment,visiting doctors clinics, or lost. 
Instance medical consultant is very important things in our day live to avoid diseases and 
take medicine early, so we are need to design web base Instant medical consultant depending 
on database that is like intelligent system available every time to the user to accesses it 
easily to take everything he need such as consultant, or the latest discovering in medicine or 
treatment for the diseases. 
This system we are needed to design it to help the patient to know the his disease and his 
treatment in early time, visit the website and choose the width, then he get the type or name 
of his illness and the treatment.  
This system are not really replacing doctors but it being used to help them behind patients 
also because persons mind are limited and people cannot recognize all things he need so he 
may be diagnoses some people wrong so this system help him to be certain about his 
diagnose and help him to revise his information  about diseases.  
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1.2 Motivation for the Study 
The primary motivation of electronic medical advice system is to help people in the early 
detection of the disease and give them clear information on the symptoms of diseases could 
contribute to avoid aggravation of the symptoms of the disease and more important im addition 
The growing need for such a consultative services that talk about such topics which  medical 
electronic counseling expert specializes in this area systems as well as the system provides 
complete peace ,flexibility for people to reach for a consultation on the internet "is available 
anywhere and anytime" and will be linked to the Consultative site with other sites specializes in 
this area, as well as with a number of doctors who will help in advising Sick and help them with 
solutions and places provide detection of the disease by increased Awareness.  
1.3 Problem Statement 
Many of the adult people suffer from sudden symptoms negatively affect their daily lives,in 
fact the first thing they do is asking the experts who are around them before they go to meet a 
doctor. 
1.4 Study Questions 
In relation to the problem statement, this research aims to investigate the following:   
i. How to Assist physicians in the development of solutions and answers to people who 
inquire about some of the symptoms to maintain their health.  
ii. How to develop an expert system provides instant electronic medical advice to help 
people in their life. 
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1.5 StudyObjectives 
i. To develop an expert system provides instant personal medical consultation service 
for early detection of the disease. 
ii. To evaluate the personal medical consultation instant system in term of usability 
issues. 
1.6 Significance of the study 
i. The effective promotion of research practice by academics and implementation 
process raised in this study suggestions when research projects design will go some 
ways to present immediate electronic medical consultations service.  
ii. Reduce the barriers faced by sick when trying to engage in the conduct of research 
and advisory practices. 
iii. Improving the level of participation of practitioners and the quality of research and 
medical practice. 
iv. Encourage the electronic medical consultancy work in which we will help the people 
in the early detection of diseases and protect them from worsening health situation.  
v. In clued the concept of Preventive Medicine, the study and to findways of applying 
disease prevention and early detection.  
 
1.7 Scope of the study 
This study focuses on providing instant electronic counseling only for adult patients,  
The application will provide a variety of services the most important immediate medical 
advice that will help the patient in the initial diagnosis of the disease In order helps him to 
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avoid the aggravation of the disease and a review of the competent in this field doctor as 
soon as possible and other services and provide basic information about the disease, 
which fall ill by an expert in the application system.  
The system will focus on diseases that affect the sensory organs virtual organic frequently 
incidence in adults by people in everyday life with caution and not to deal with cases in 
which the female is pregnant or suffer from diseases such as diabetes and side pressure. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction to expert system 
An expert system is a computer application that solves complicated problems that would 
otherwise require extensive human expertise. To do so, it simulates the human reasoning 
process by applying specific knowledge and interfaces. Expert systems also use human 
knowledge to solve problems that normally would require human intelligence. These expert 
systems represent the expertise knowledge as data or rules within the computer. These rules 
and data can be called upon when needed to solve problems. Books and manual guides have 
a tremendous amount of knowledge but a human has to read and interpret the knowledge for 
it to be used[1]. 
Expert systems typically have a number of several components. The knowledge base is the 
component that contains the knowledge obtained from the domain expert.  
 Normally the way of representing knowledge is using rules, the inference engine is the 
component that manipulates the knowledge found in the knowledge base as needed to arrive 
at a result or solution. The user interface is the component that allows the user to query the 
system and receive the results of those queries [2].  
Many Expert systems' also have an explanation facility which explains why a question was 
asked or how a result or solution was obtained[3]. 
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There are several major application areas of expert system such as agriculture, education, 
environment, law manufacturing, medicine power systems etc. In this article we will review 
about agriculture, education, environment and medicine expert system.  These four 
applications widely use among the practitioners due to the maturity of the field by revealing 
the acceptance of the technology by the commercial sectors [4].  
2.2 Characteristics of expert systems 
The main characteristics of expert systems are:[5] 
i. The main characteristics of expert systems are:[5] 
ii. High performance: They should perform at the level of a human expert.  
iii. Reliability: They must be reliable and should not crash.  
iv. Adequate response time: They should have the ability to respond in a reasonable 
amount of time.  
v. Understandable: They should not be a black box instead it should be able explain the 
steps of the reasoning process. 
vi. It should justify its conclusions in the same way a human expert explains why he 
arrived at particular conclusion. 
vii. Symbolic logic. 
viii. An explicit knowledge base understandable to professionals of the field.  
ix. Ability to explain its conclusions that are meaningful to its user.  
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2.3 Usage of expert systems 
Expert system can be used in two different ways: [5] 
i. Decision support: Reminding information or options to an experienced decision maker. 
Commonly used in medicine. 
ii. Decision making: Allowing an unqualified person to make a decision beyond his or her 
level or training or expertise. Commonly  
iii. used in industrial systems. 
2.4 Advantages of expert systems:[5] 
i. Provides consistent answers for repetitive decisions, processes and tasks.  
ii. Holds and maintains significant levels of information 
iii. Encourages organizations to clarify the logic of their decision-making. 
iv. Never "forgets" to ask a question, as a human 
2.5 Disadvantages of expert systems:[5] 
i. Lacks common sense needed in some decision making.  
ii. Cannot make creative responses as human expert would in unusual circumstances.  
iii. Domain experts not always able to explain their logic and reasoning.  
iv. Errors may occur in the knowledge base, and lead to wrong decisions.  
v. Cannot adapt to changing environments, unless knowledge base is changed.  
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Expert system architecture 
 
Figure 2.1 : Expert system architecture  
2.6 Applications of expert system 
There are many applications of expert system in medicine, in agriculture, in education, 
and in engineering. 
Medical artificial intelligence is primarily concerned with the construction of AI programs 
performing diagnosis and makeing therapy recommendations. Unlike medical applications 
based on other programming methods, such as purely statistical and probabilistic methods, 
medical AI programs are based on symbolic models of disease entities and their relationship 
to patient factors and clinical manifestations [6].  
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2.7 Previous applications of expert system's in medicine 
Medical artificial intelligence is primarily concerned with the construction of AI 
programs that perform diagnosis and make therapy recommendations. Unlike medical 
applications based on other programming methods, such as purely statistical and probabilistic 
methods, medical AI programs are based on symbolic models of disease entities and their 
relationship to patient factors and clinical manifestations [7].  
2.7.1 Cancer Detection 
CaDet is a computer-based clinical decision support system for early cancer detection, 
cancer risk evaluation and early detection are subject to serious limitations mainly related to 
human factors and to characteristics of the data involved .To help overcome these problems, a 
computer-based system was designed to provide the physician with a clearer clinical picture 
and aid in directing patients to appropriate measures [8]. 
2.7.2 Diagnostic Explain 
DXplain clinical decision support systems, developed at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital.It is used to assist in the process of diagnosis, taking a set of clinical findings 
including signs, symptoms, and laboratory data and then produces a ranked list of diagnoses. 
It provides justification for each of differential diagnosis, and suggests further 
investigations.The system contains a database of crude probabilities for over 4,500 clinical 
manifestations that are associated with over 2,000 different diseases [9].  
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2.7.3 Pathology Expert Interpretative Reporting System 
PEIRSappends interpretative comments to chemical pathology reports.The knowledge 
acquisition strategy is the Ripple Down Rules method, which has allowed a pathologist to build 
over 2300 rules without knowledge engineering or programming support. New rules are added in 
minutes, and maintenance tasks are a trivial extension to the pathologist's routine duties. PEIRS 
commented on about 100 reports/day. 
 Domains covered include thyroid function tests, arterial blood gases, glucose tolerance tests, 
catecholamine's and a range of other hormones. PIERS was implemented in the St Vincent's 
Hospital, Sydney, but is now out of use while a new hospital information system is settling in. 
Once this is stable, PIERS will need to be interfaced into the system [10].  
2.7.4 Medindia - Online Medical Consultation 
Medindia's panel of doctors will provide you with an online solution to your problem. 
Please note that we do not sell prescription drugs and do not provide you with a 
prescription. We can only give you advice and recommendation on their effectiveness. 
Consults will be only provided if considered safe [11]. 
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PanelDateplanninganddataentryformand make suresomeimportant information: 
Figure 2.2 : Panel data Registration  
 
2.7 Medical consultation 
Modern societies are more likely than older communities to the occurrence of human 
various diseases,especially thos eaffecting the upper part of the body, which is mentalillness, 
neuro logical, respiratory and other because offers of conflicts in which people livein their own 
countries, many of them resort to consultation from experience edits surroundin environment, 
such asparents, for example, wasit is important that we provid eimmediate Medical consultation 
service for people online for the early detection of the disease and advise them to avoid the 
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increase of the disease and early treatmen to fit specialists and improve their lives for the better 
and apply them preventive treat ment, which is in three levels: 
i. Primary prevention: to preventandcontainthe problem occursordisorderordiseaseso, as 
not toremovethereason sis prohibited.  
ii. Secondary prevention: to try and include the early detection and diagnosis of the dis 
orderin the first phases much as possible to control it and prevent its development and 
aggravation. 
iii. Prevention of third degree: included can attempt or educe the impact of adisability or 
disorder prevent chronic of the disease(AmericanCollege of Preventive Medicine, 
2013)[12]. 
2.8 Personal medical consultation 
Interested in a lot of people searching for some of the symptoms of disease when they 
suffer from doctor ensure it is important to provide medical assistance and use full advice 
for people who uffer from the symptoms of some diseases for the early detection of the 
disease and prevent its further symptoms that the owner may lead. People suffer 
permanently from some allergies and diseases that affect the private members of the body 
(nose, eyes, ears, mouth and teeth). 
It is important to contribute to provide the service and assistance to people through website 
based on Database expert diagnosed the patient's illness and give him the best solutions to 
combat the disease and to avoid and mitigate the symptoms associated with him [13]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1   Introduction 
Before starting any project must organize your work by taking the process model to 
determine the project tasks and define the requirements and objectives of the project will 
be in action on the methodology of rapid application development. 
In this section, the functional and non-functional requirements are introduced using the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) which is an open method used to specify, visualize, 
construct and document  the artifacts of an object-oriented software-intensive system under 
development. UML offers a standard  way to write a system's blueprints, including 
conceptual components. 
“Functional  requirement: defines  a  function  of  a  software  system  or  its  component.  
A function is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs.Functional 
requirements may be calculations, technical details, data manipulation and processing and 
other specific functionality that defines  what a  system is supposed to accomplish.  
Behavioral requirements describing  all the cases where the system uses the functional 
requirements are captured in use cases” [20]. 
“Non-functional  requirement:-  is  a  requirement  that  specifies  criteria  that  can  be  
used to judge  the operation  of  a system,  rather  than  specific  behaviors. This  should  be 
contrasted with functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions” [21]. 
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This chapter overviews design strategies for Rad software development teams.These 
strategies are critical for scaling Rad software development to meet the real-world needs of 
modern IT organizations. The Rad approach to design is very different than the traditional 
approach, and apparently more effective too. It is important to understand. 
3.2  RAD model is Rapid Application Development model. 
 It is a type of incremental model. In RAD model the components or functions are 
developed in parallel as if they were mini projects. The developments are time boxed, 
delivered and then assembled into a working prototype.  This can quickly give the 
customer something to see and use and to provide feedback regarding the delivery. 
 
3.3    The James Martin approach to RAD divides the process into four distinct phases: 
 
Figure 3.1: Following image illustrates the RAD Model. 
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Business modeling: The information flow is identified between various business 
functions and will design the interfaces of the system components then design the 
communication between them. 
i. Requirements planning phase  – combines elements of the system planning and 
systems analysis phases of the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Users, 
managers, and IT staff members discuss and agree on business needs, project scope, 
constraints, and system requirements. It ends when the team agrees on the key issues 
and obtains management authorization to continue.  
ii. User design phase – during this phase, users interact with systems analysts and 
develop models and prototypes that represent all system processes, inputs, and 
outputs. The RAD groups or subgroups typically use a combination of Joint 
Application Development (JAD) techniques and CASE tools to translate user needs 
into working models. User Design is a continuous interactive process that allows 
users to understand, modify, and eventually approve a working model of the system 
that meets their needs. 
iii. Construction phase – focuses on program and application development task similar 
to the SDLC. In RAD, however, users continue to participate and can still suggest 
changes or improvements as actual screens or reports are developed. Its tasks are 
programming and application development, coding, unit- integration and system 
testing. 
iv. Cutover phase – resembles the final tasks in the SDLC implementation phase, 
including data conversion, testing, changeover to the new system, and user training. 
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Compared with traditional methods, the entire process is compressed. As a result, 
the new system is built, delivered, and placed in operation much sooner [15]. 
3.4   Advantages of RAD model:  
i. Reduced development time. 
ii. Increases reusability of components. 
iii. Quick initial reviews occur. 
iv. Encourages customer feedback. 
v. Integration from very beginning solves a lot of integration issues. 
vi. High dependency on modeling skills.  
vii. Depends on strong team and individual performances for identifying business 
requirements. 
viii. Inapplicable to cheaper projects as cost of modeling and automated code generation 
is very high. 
ix. Requires highly skilled developers/designers.  
3.5   When to use RAD model: 
RAD should be used when there is a need to create a system that can be modularized 
in 2-3 months   of time. 
It should be used if there‟s high availability of designers for modeling and the budget is 
high enough   to afford their cost along with the cost of automated code generating tools.  
RAD SDLC model should be chosen only if resources with high business  
knowledge are available and there is a need to produce the system in a short  
span of time (2-3 months) [18]. 
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3.6   Functional Requirement 
Functional requirements may be calculations, technical details, data manipulation and 
processing and other specific functionality that define what a system is supposed to 
accomplish. Behavioral requirements describing all the cases where the system uses the 
functional requirements are captured in use cases. Functional requirements are supported by 
non-functional requirements (also known as quality requirements), which impose constraints 
on the design or implementation (such as performance requirements, security, or reliability). 
Generally, functional requirements are expressed in the form "system must do 
<requirement>", while non-functional requirements are "system shall be <requirement>". The 
plan for implementing functional requirements is detailed in the system design. The plan for 
implementing non-functional requirements is detailed in the system architecture.  
3.6.1 Registration Management 
 The application allow users to register and login, and log out. 
 The application must validate users login, so the user can enter valid username 
and password to login. 
3.6.2 Profile  Management 
 The application must be allow users to edit their profile,when login to the system. 
 The application must be allow users to chang their password. 
3.6.3 Search Management 
 The user can to search by the type of sick. 
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3.7 Non-Functional Requirement 
In systems engineering and requirements engineering, a non-functional requirement is a 
requirement that specifies criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, 
rather than specific behaviors. This should be contrasted with functional requirements that 
define specific behavior or functions. The plan for implementing functional requirements is 
detailed in the system design. The plan for implementing non-functional requirements is 
detailed in the system architecture.  
Broadly, functional requirements define what a system is supposed to do and non-
functional requirements define how a system is supposed to be. Functional requirements 
are usually in the form of "system shall do <requirement>", an individual action of part of 
the system, perhaps explicitly in the sense of a mathematical function, a black box 
description input, output, process and control functional model or IPO Model. In contrast, 
non-functional requirements are in the form of "system shall be <requirement>", an overall 
property of the system as a whole or of a particular aspect and not a specific function. The 
systems' overall properties commonly mark the difference between whether the 
development project has succeeded or failed.  
3.7.1 Performance Requirement 
Personal Medical Consultant"application must be on very high standard servers to 
accommodate the huge amount of data and requests for access to the server from a large 
number of users at the same time. 
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3.7.2 Safety Requirement 
The database of "Personal Medical Consultant" application  must be located in a 
special secure server and must  be backups to other servers directly at specific times to 
avoid loss and damage data. 
3.7.3 Usability Requirement 
In the "Personal Medical Consultant" application, the user interface must be familiar 
to user, so that the user can easily  do  his tasks without any training or help.  
3.7.4 Availability Requirement 
"Personal Medical Consultant" application should be available at all times, meaning 
the user can access it using a device application.  
3.7.5 Flexibility Requirement 
"Personal Medical Consultant" application must be able to add or delete features 
because it is based on object oriented concept.  
3.8    Application Perspective 
The "Personal Medical Consultant" applicationuse a database and web servers that 
can be accessed with any  android device connect  with  Wi-Fi connection. The users 
who can use this application are  just  the registered users and have username and 
password. After registering, and use application. 
3.9   Use Case diagram 
A use case diagram is a static description of some way in which the application is used. 
This diagram shows how the application use cases are related to each other and how the 
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users can get at  them. Each bubble represents a use case and each stick person represents a 
user. 
A use case is a list of steps, typically defining interactions between a role (known in 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) as an "actor") and a system, to achieve a goal. The 
actor can be a human, an external system, or time.  
 
                      Figure 3.2: Personal Medical Consultant App Use Case Diagram 
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Brief Use case Description 
The user who is the main actor in our project, he can do some of the process: 
1- Register  to App 
Open  the  project , The  project  checks  if  the  mobile  or  PDA  that  is supported 
Android platform connected to the internet or not,  if yes open the project and then  the 
application show  registration activity to user,  required  enter  data to  registration ,after  
registration the user must log in moving to the application. 
2- Login to App 
User should inputs his/her name into the business "Personal Medical Consultant" 
application via  Login Screen. 
3- Edit Profile  
After the first step  the user can view and edit profile details , and can add other 
information  about yourself. The user can see number of your points, comments and post. 
4- Sick Management : 
 The application must be allow user "admin" to Add new sick.  
 The application  must be allow user "admin" to  Delete sick. 
 The application must be allow user "admin to add specification about sick.  
5- Search 
The user can able to search about type of sick. 
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Use Case Details:- 
U1: Register 
Register 
Pre-Conditions Install and open the project.  
Post-Conditions Enter valid username/password and click register button.  
Normal Path View login screen. 
Abnormal Path Invalid username/password and Ask for correction 
Table 3.2: Register Use Case Details  
U2: Login 
Login 
Pre-Conditions Open the project. 
Post-Conditions Enter valid username/password and click login button.  
Normal Path View project 
Abnormal Path Invalid username/password and Ask for correction 
Table 3.3: Login Use Case Details  
U3: Edit Profile 
Edit Profile 
Pre-Conditions Login to application and click on profile tab.  
Post-Conditions Update Image – Change Username – Add Information – Add Site – Add 
Phone No. – Change Email Address – Save all Data Changes. 
Normal Path Show alert dialog that say the updates were successfully and go  to main 
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layout. 
Abnormal Path Show error messages related to error in the event of  errors in the input like 
empty username or email address not matches to email pattern.  
 
Table 3.4: Edit Profile Use Case Details  
U4: Search 
Search  
Pre-Conditions Login to application and click on search tab.  
Post-Conditions User can able to search about type of sick. 
Normal Path Application display search results similar to the words entered  
Abnormal Path The application will not display any results because there are no  
similar search results. 
Table 3.5: Search Use Case Details 
3.10 Sequence Diagram 
An interaction diagram that shows how processes operate with one another and in what 
order. It is a construct of a Message Sequence Chart. A sequence diagram shows object 
interactions arranged in time sequence. It depicts the objects and classes involved in the 
scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged between the objects needed to carry out 
the functionality of the scenario. Sequence diagrams are typically associated with use case 
realizations in the Logical view of the system under development. Sequence diagrams are 
sometimes called event diagrams or event scenarios.  
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A sequence diagram shows, as parallel vertical lines (lifelines), different processes or objects 
that live simultaneously, and, as horizontal arrows, the messages exchanged between them, 
in the order in which they occur. This allows the specification of simple runtime scenarios in 
a graphical manner. 
 
S1: Register  
 
Figure 3.7: Personal Medical Consultant App Register Sequence Diagram 
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S2: Login 
 
Figure 3.4: Personal Medical Consultant App Login Sequence Diagram 
S3: Edit Profile  
 
Personal Medical  
 
Personal Medical  
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Figure 3.5: Personal Medical Consultant App Edit profile Sequence Diagram 
3.11 Business Modeling: 
The business model for the product under development is designed in terms of flow of 
information and the distribution of information between various business channels. A 
complete business analysis is performed to find the vital information for business, how it can 
be obtained, how and when is the information processed and what are the factors driving 
successful flow of information. 
3.11.1  Data Modeling: 
The information gathered in the Business Modeling phase is reviewed and analyzed to 
form sets of data objects vital for the business. The attributes of all data sets is identified and 
defined. The relation between these data objects are established and defined in detail in 
relevance to the business model.  
3.11.2  Process Modeling: 
Process Modeling: The data object sets defined in the Data Modeling phase are converted 
to establish the business information flow needed to achieve specific business objectives as 
per the business model. The process model for any changes or enhancements to the data 
object sets is defined in this phase. Process descriptions for adding , deleting, retrieving or 
modifying a data object are given. 
3.11.3   Data Modeling: 
The information gathered in the Business Modeling phase is reviewed and analyzed to 
form sets of data objects vital for the business. The attributes of all data sets is identified and 
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defined. The relation between these data objects are established and defined in detail in 
relevance to the business model.  
3.11.4    Application Generation: 
Application Generation: The actual system is built and coding is done by using 
automation tools to convert process and data models into actual prototypes.  
 
3.11.5 Testing and Turnover: 
The overall testing time is reduced in RAD model as the prototypes are independently 
tested during every iteration. However the data flow and the interfaces between all the 
components need to be thoroughly tested with complete test coverage. Since most of the 
programming components have already been tested, it reduces the risk of any major issues. 
 
3.12 CRC Design 
Class-responsibility-collaboration (CRC) cards are a brainstorming tool used in the 
design of object-oriented software. They were originally proposed by Ward Cunningham and 
Kent Beck as a teaching tool [22] ,but are also popular among expert designers[23] and 
recommended by extreme programming supporters [24]. Martin Fowler has described CRC 
cards as a viable alternative to UML sequence diagram to design the dynamics of objec t 
interaction and collaboration [23]. 
Using a small card keeps the complexity of the design at a minimum. It focuses the designer 
on the essentials of the class and prevents her/him from getting into its details and inner 
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workings at a time when such detail is probably counter-productive. It also forces the 
designer to refrain from giving the class too many responsibilities. Because the cards are 
portable, they can easily be laid out on a table and re-arranged while discussing a design 
with other people. 
3.12.1 CRC Android administrator user 
Table 3.6 shows Android user class in Personal Medical Consultant with its 
responsibilities and collaborators.  
Class Name : Android administrator user 
Responsibilities Collaborators 
Configuration, Support, Maintenance, and 
Reliable operation 
Doctor user Patient user 
Adding and deleting users. Doctor user Patient user 
Adding and deleting roles Doctor user Patient user 
Modifying user and role configurations, other 
than security attributes. 
Doctor user Patient user 
Assigning and modifying the security attributes 
of a user, role, or rights profile. 
Doctor user Patient user 
Creating and modifying rights profiles.  Doctor user Patient user 
Assigning rights profiles to a user or role.  Doctor user Patient user 
Assigning privileges to a user, role, or rights 
profile. 
Doctor user Patient user 
Assigning authorizations to a user, a role, or Doctor user Patient user 
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rights profile 
 
3.12.2 CRC Android Doctor user 
Table 3.7 shows Android user class in Personal Medical Consultant with its 
responsibilities and collaborators.  
Class Name : Android Doctor user 
Responsibilities Collaborators 
Download application  
Administrator user Create new user (Doctor) 
Add a new disease  
 
Patient user 
Add new symptoms 
Disease Control 
Symptoms Control 
 
3.12.3 CRC Android Patient user 
Table 3.8 shows Android user class in Patient with its responsibilities and collaborators.  
Class Name : Android Patient user 
Responsibilities Collaborators 
Download application. Android administrator user 
Create new user (Patient). 
Choose the disease felt by the patient from the  
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list of diseases that show him Doctor user 
Shows the page through which diagnosis 
percentage. 
Diagnosis percentage Personal Medical 
Consultant 
 
3.13 Entity Relationship Diagram 
Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is very important and the first step in designing 
database after understanding requirements well, we design the ERD which leads to good 
mapping. 
 
Figure 3.8ER Diagram of  personal medical consultant application.  
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3.14 Graphical user interface (GUI) 
In computing, a graphical user interface (GUI) is a type of interface that allows users 
to interact with electronic devices through graphical icons and visual indicators such as 
secondary notation, as opposed to text-based interfaces, typed command labels or text 
navigation. GUIs were introduced in reaction to the perceived steep learning curve of 
command- line interfaces (CLIs), which require commands to be typed on the keyboard. 
Smaller mobile devices such as PDAs and smart phones typically use the WIMP elements 
(window, icon, menu, pointer) with different unifying metaphors, due to constraints in 
space and available input devices. Applications for which WIMP is not well suited may 
use newer interaction techniques, collectively named as post-WIMP user interfaces, This 
point has been taken into consideration in our project.  
3.14.1  Personal Medical Consultant Android Application GUI: 
 Startup: 
Figure 3.14 shows the main page of application. 
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Figure 3.14: Mainpage GUI of Personal Medical Consultant.  
 
 Register: 
Figure 3.15 shows the page of that enable users "Patient User" to sign up. 
 
Figure 3.15: Register GUI of Personal Medical Consultant.  
 Login: 
Figure 3.16 shows the page of that enable users "investors" or "business expert" to login.  
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Figure 3.16 Login GUIof Personal Medical Consultant. 
 Symptom Checker 
Figure 3.17Symptom CheckerofPersonal Medical Consultant . 
 
Figure 3.17Main menu of Personal Medical Consultant.. 
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 diagnosis: 
Figure 3.18 shows the page through which diagnosispercentage. 
 
Figure 3.18 diagnosis percentage Personal Medical Consultant 
 
3.15 Implementation 
The implementation phase takes the requirements  and  design phase product and  
implements them  using appropriate technologies. In the case of validation testing, it is 
during this phase that test cases are completed and automated in preparation for 
validation testing. Typically,  a lot of  testing on the early system versions is also 
performed during this phase, not only to validate the system, but to validate that there are 
no problems with the test cases themselves.  
A program will write based upon the algorithm designed in the last phase (design). A 
piece of code  is written for every module and checked for the output. We will use the 
Java for  android to develop the  software.  At  this  phases  must  match  between  the  
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requirements  and  the  output  of the application to determine the verification for it. As 
mentioned, the implementation language will be Java because mostly Android 
applications are written in it.  
3.16 Development Tools 
 The following tools have been used to develop "personal medical consultant" 
application:-  
MySQL: is the database where all information/data related to requests, records and logs is 
stored. 
APPSERV:  is an open source tool for Windows with Apache, MySQL, PHP and other 
additions, in which these applications are configured automatically, allowing us to run a 
full web server. As extra features php my admin to manage MySQL 
ADT Bundle: Android Development Tools (ADT) is a plug in for the Eclipse IDE that is 
designed to give  a powerful, integrated  environment  in  which  to  build  Android  
applications.  ADT  extends  the  capabilities  of  Eclipse to let quickly setup new Android 
projects, create an  application UI, add packages based on  the Android Framework API, 
debug applications using the Android SDK tools, developing in Eclipse  with ADT is 
highly recommended and is the fastest way to get started. With the guided project setup  it 
provides, as well as tools integration, custom XML editors, and debug output pane, ADT 
gives an  incredible boost in developing Android applications.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Testing &Evolution 
4. Testing 
Testing under a traditional, or waterfall approach, has followed the same steady structure 
and processes for many years.A testing team is often led by a testing manager who manages 
a group of hands-on, dedicated testers. That manager usually has a defined project schedule 
for when testing will start and finish, from which a test document is prepared bythe team. 
This document is usually very large and contains all of the test cases to be executed over a 
lengthy period of time. The results are handed to the overall project manager who sets up a 
meeting with testers to discuss the findings.From here the testers set up meetings with the 
development staff to discuss failed test cases and figure out which ones can be fixed and 
which ones will be passed to the next release.  
Traditional testing has worked adequately over the years but has always had limitations. For 
example, a software developer may get a bug report back from the testing team months after 
he has written the code, making the change more difficult to implement. Another issue is 
addressing user expectations - testing may be the first time a user is viewing the built 
functionality since approving requirements or design concepts many months or even years 
earlier. If the function, or even the entire system, is not built to user needs the entire project 
may be in jeopardy.  
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4.1 Purpose of Testing 
“There are two fundamental purposes of testing: verifying procurement specifications and 
managing risk. First, testing is about verifying that what was specified is what was 
delivered: it verifies that the product  (application)  meets  the  functional,  performance,  
design,  and  implementation  requirements identified  in  the  procurement  specifications.  
Second,  testing  is  about  managing  risk  for  both  the acquiring  agency  and  the  
system‟s  vendor/developer/Integrator.  The  testing  program  is  used  to  identify when the 
work has been “completed” so that the contract can be closed, the vendor paid, and  the 
system  shifted by the agency into the warranty and maintenance phase of the project” [25]. 
4.2 Importance of Testing 
A  good  testing  program  is  a  tool  for  both  the  agency  and  the  Integrator/supplier;  
it  typically  identifies  the  end  of  the  “development”  phase  of  the  project,  establishes  
the  criteria  for  project  acceptance, and establishes the start of the warranty period [26]. 
4.3 Test Environment 
Mobile applications are first tested within the development environment using 
emulators and later subjected to real device testing. Emulators provide an inexpensive way 
to test applications on mobile phones. The following tools that used for test environment 
our Android project. 
 Emulators: Mobile emulators help us test our project on different devices without 
having to actually have them on hand. These technologies serve as virtual pieces of 
hardware that operate on a PC or laptop. By emulator, we can choose the sizes and OS 
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versions, or even modules to test. And verify certain functionality that is not specific to 
any device, carrier or operating system.  
 Real Devices: We experimented by running project one real devices like Sony, 
Samsung, HTC and LG.  and testing on real handsets gives reliable and accurate 
results, gives interoperability testing because performed on a live network and provide 
UX user experience by end users.  
4.4 Test Challenges 
Our project needs to work on a range of devices, meet user expectation to guarantee 
quality of project and achieved user requirements and non-functional requirement. 
Our project needs to Wi-Fi network, able to show maps directly via the Internet, here lies 
the biggest challenge, as the Internet companies do not cover all areas of the Gaza Strip.  
At last, Google Maps does not display the names of all the places in Gaza, so we decided 
to add more accurate to place detailed data, to be a tourist guide tourist places in Gaza, 
location and entertainment.  
4.5 Checklist Personal medical consultant App Testing 
This checklist is specifically designed to test the characteristics of Personal medical 
consultant. Obviously, it tests only generic app characteristics and not the functionality of 
the app. For this a separate test approach and test script must be created. The same goes off 
course for performance testing, usability testing, security testing and other testing activities 
necessary for our specific app. 
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For business advisor app, the checklist split into four different fields: 
 Device specific characteristics. These are characteristics that are related to the device on 
which the app is installed.  
 Network specific checks 
 App checks. These are things to check that have to do with functionality that is 
frequently used in an app. 
 App User interface checks. 
 
1- Device Specific Checks 
Table 4.1: Device Specific Checks 
# Description OK/ 
NOK? 
Remarks 
1.1   Can the app be installed on the device? OK A 
1.2   Does the app behave as designed/desired if there is 
an incoming call? 
OK A 
1.3   Does the app behave as designed/desired if there is 
an incoming SMS? 
OK A 
1.4   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
charger is connected? 
OK A 
1.5   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
charger is disconnected? 
OK A 
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1.6   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device goes to sleeping mode 
OK A 
1.7   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device resumes from sleeping mode 
OK A 
1.8   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device resumes from lock screen?  
OK A 
1.9   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device is tilted? 
OK A 
1.10   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device is shaken? 
NOK A 
1.11   Does the app behave as designed/desired if a local 
message is coming from another app (think of: 
calendar reminders, to-do task etc.). 
NOK A 
1.12   Does the app behave as designed/desired if a push 
message is coming from another app (think of: 
twitter mentions, what'sapp message, wordfeud 
invitation, etc). 
NOK A 
1.13   Does the app interact with the GPS sensor correctly 
(switch on/off, retrieve GPS data)? 
N/A N 
1.14   Is the functionality of all the buttons or keys on the 
device defined for this app? 
NOK A 
1.15   Verify that buttons or keys which have no defined NOK A 
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function have no unexpected behaviour on the app 
when activating. 
1.16   In case there‟s a true “back” button available on the 
device does the “back” button take the user to the 
previous screen? 
OK A 
1.17   In case there‟s a true “menu” button available on 
the device, does the menu button show the app‟s 
menu? 
OK N 
1.18   In case there‟s a true “home” button available on 
the device, does the home button get the user back 
to the home screen of the device?  
OK A 
1.19   In case there‟s a true “search” button available on 
the device, does this get the user to some form of 
search within the app?  
OK  
A 
1.20   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
“Battery low” message is pushed  
OK N 
1.21   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
sound on the device is turned off? 
OK A 
1.22   Does the app behave as designed/desired if the 
device is in airplane mode? 
OK A 
1.23   Can the app be de-installed from the device? OK A 
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1.24   Does the application function as expected after re-
installation? 
OK A 
1.25   Can the app be found in the app store? (Check after 
go- live) 
OK N 
1.26   Can the app switch to different apps on the device 
through multitasking as designed/desired? 
OK A 
1.27   Are all touch screen positions (buttons) working 
when a screen protector is used.  
OK A 
 
 
2- Network Specific Checks 
Table 4.2: Network Specific Check 
# Description OK/ 
NOK? 
Remarks 
2.1  # Does the app behave according to 
specification if connected to the internet 
through Wi-Fi? 
OK A 
2.2   Does the app behave according to 
specification if connected to the internet 
through 3G? 
OK A 
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2.3   Does the app behave according to 
specification if connected to the internet 
through 2G? 
OK A 
2.4   Does the app behave according to 
specification of the app is out of network 
reach? 
OK A 
2.5   Does the app resume working when it gets 
back into network reach from outside reach of 
the network? 
OK A 
2.6   Update transactions are processed correctly 
after re-establishing connection. 
OK N 
2.7   Does the app still work correctly when 
tethering or otherwise connected to another 
device 
OK A 
2.8   What happens if the app switches between 
networks (Wi-Fi, 3G, 2G) 
OK A 
2.9   Does the app use standard network ports 
(Mail: 25, 143, 465, 993 or 995 HTTP: 80 or 
443 SFTP: 22) to connect to remote services, 
as some providers block certain ports.  
NOK A 
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3- App Specific Checks 
Table 4.3: App Specific Checks 
# Description OK/ 
NOK? 
Remarks 
3.1   Has the app been tested on different type of 
devices and different versions of OS? 
OK A 
3.2   Stability check: if the app has a list (for 
instance of pictures) in it, try scrolling 
through it at high speed. 
OK A 
3.3   Stability check: if the app has a list (for 
instance of pictures) in it, try scrolling to 
before the first picture or behind the last 
picture. 
OK A 
3.4   Is downloading of the app prevented in case 
it‟s bigger than the OS allows downloading 
when connected to cellular networks?   
NOK A 
3.5   Integration: does the app connect correctly to 
the different social networks (LinkedIn, 
twitter, face book, etc.).  
NOK N 
3.6   The app does not interfere with other apps 
when in background/multitasking mode 
OK A 
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(using GPS, playing music, etc.).  
3.7   Can the user print from the app (if applicable) NOK N 
3.8   The search option in the app displays relevant 
results 
OK A 
3.9   Verify most common gestures used to control 
the app. 
OK A 
3.10   What happens if you select different options 
at the same time (undesired multitouch, for 
example – select two contacts from the phone 
book at the same time). 
OK A 
3.11   App name should be self-explanatory OK A 
3.12   Does the app limit or clean the amount of 
cached data. 
OK N 
3.13   Reloading of data from remote service has 
been properly designed to prevent 
performance issues at server-side. (manual 
reloading of data can reduce the amount of 
server calls) 
OK A 
3.14   Does the app go to sleep mode when running 
in the background (prevent battery drain) 
OK A 
 
4- AppUser Interface Checks: This checklist is based on the recommendations of Apple 
and some other experts. This checklist is not a substitute for a usability test, to get a good 
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feeling of the user experience of an app a user experience test is always the most reliable 
method.  
 
Table 4.4: App User Interface Checks 
# Description OK/ 
NOK? 
Remarks 
4.1   To keep controls as unobtrusive as possible 
for instance by fading them out if they are not 
used for a while.  
OK A 
3.1   Make it possible for users to go back to a 
previous screen for instance by adding a back 
or cancel button 
OK A 
3.2   The main function of the app should be 
apparent immediately. It should speak for 
itself. 
OK A 
3.3   Use at most one action on the screen that is 
highlighted as the most likely for the user. 
(Example: in iOS a blue button represents the 
default or most likely action). 
OK A 
3.4   Minimize user actions by using a picker or a 
table view where users can select a certain 
choice over a data entry field where users 
OK A 
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have to type a choice 
3.5   In an app, the user should not be able to store 
files locally, outside the app sandbox.  
OK A 
3.6   In an app, the user should not be exposed to 
the permissions of a specific file  
OK A 
3.7   If there is a long list of data to scroll through, 
provide a search option above the list. 
OK N 
3.8   If performance is slow, indicate a progress 
status icon (“Loading…”), preferably with 
specific message. 
NOK A 
3.9   In case of „live‟ filtering of data while the 
user enters his search query, verify the 
performance. 
OK A 
3.10   The appearance of buttons that perform 
standard actions are not altered in the app (for 
instance: refresh, organize, trash, Reply, back, 
etc.) 
OK A 
3.11   Do not use standard buttons for other 
functions then that they are normally used for 
OK A 
3.12   The app should respond to all changes in 
device orientation, as per the design 
OK N 
3.13   Tap able elements should be about 7x7 mm in 
size, using the pixel density of the target 
OK A 
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device you can calculate the amount of pixels 
(chapter documentation contains a link to 
different devices compared).  
3.14   Do not redefine gestures in your app that have 
a standard meaning (example: swiping from 
top to bottom enables the notification centre) 
OK A 
3.15   Requirement to login is delayed in the app as 
long as possible 
OK N 
3.16   If the app is stopped at an unexpected time, 
user data should be saved locally and 
available at start-up. 
OK N 
3.17   Users should be warned of the consequences 
of deleting a document 
OK A 
3.18   Keyboard adjusts to expected input (for 
instance numbers/letters when expected). 
OK A 
3.19   Are inactive buttons clearly distinguished 
from active buttons? 
OK A 
 
4.6 Test Environment Android Automated Testing 
Android testing is  based on JUnit. Testing for Android can be classified into tests which 
require only the JVM and tests which require the Android system. 
Robotium framework: Robotium is an open source automation testing framework that is 
used to write a robust and powerful  black box for Android applications (the emphasis is 
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mostly on black box test cases). It fully supports  testing for native and hybrid applications. 
Native apps are live on the device that is, designed for a specific platform.  Mostly  used  to  
automate  UI  test  cases  and  internally  uses  run-time  binding  to Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) components. The test cases written using Robotium can either be executed on the 
Android Emulator (Android Virtual Device (AVD).  
 
The features and benefits of Robotium are as follows: 
 Robotium helps us to quickly write powerful test cases with minimal knowledge of the  
 application under test.  
 Robotium offers APIs to directly interact with UI controls within the Android application 
such as EditText, TextView, and Button.  
 The test application project and the application project run on the same JVM, that is, 
DalvikVirtual Machine (DVM). 
 Robotium supports Android features such as activities, menu, and context menu.  
 Robotium automated tests can be implemented quickly. Robotium is built on JUnit, 
because of which it inherits all JUnit's features. The Robotium framework automatically 
handles multiple activities in an Android application.  
 Robotium test cases are prominently readable, in comparison to standard instrumentation 
tests. 
 Scrolling activity is automatically handled by the Robotium framework.  
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Figure 4.1: Automated Testing Using Robotium Framework. 
 
4.6.1 Documented Test Results 
Android testing is  based on JUnit. Testing for Android can be classified into tests which 
require only the JVM and tests which require the Android system, After  complete  the test  
cases  using Robotium framework  ,  we conclude that the functions of  our  project work 
correctly, without errors, efficiency and meets the expectations of the users, as shown in 
the figure below. 
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Figure 4.2: Testing Results Using Robotium Framework  
4.7 Beta Testing 
Mobile app beta tests typically focus on quality, user acceptance, and performance. Our 
project is released on Google Play market in beta version to for users to evaluate. The users 
downloaded our project on their devices. The results were perfect with many endorsements 
and other types of feedback. Targeting  actual users to try the app was an efficient method 
of evaluation. 
4.8 Maintenance 
Application maintenance is automated in this system for the purpose of correcting 
faults, improving performance or adapting the system to a new environment. The 
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programmatically implemented software module is tested for the correct output. Bugs and 
errors are removed at this phase.  
In the process of testing, a series of tests and test cases are performed to check the module 
for bugs, faults, and other errors. Erroneous codes are written and tested again until desired 
output is achieved.  
The system can be maintained when needed or required as such: 
(2) A new functionality is added.  
(3) The software models change. 
(4) Software must be updated to run on improved hardware or with improved 
software. 
4.9 Evaluation 
After interview Deir al-Balah clinic officialaboutpersonal medical consultant 
mechanisms and benefits many of their managers  expressed their satisfaction and 
acceptance of project, however many of employees satisfied about  application goals 
which expressed by them as organizer of people queries, there are added more 
requirements especially in privacy issue but the give general acceptance of the 
application, many of questioners has distributed to companies and acceptance ratio got 
90% as shown in figure (A1.1- 49) in Appendices. 
4.10 Methodology: 
The study attempts to identify users' perceptions, and involvement factors influencing 
the behavioral intention of respondents from different specialization to use PMC for 
medical purposes. Specifically, the proposed constructs is based on the theory of 
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technology acceptance model and also considering other factors that may affect users' 
intention to use PMC. The model illustrates the behavioral intention to use PMC as a 
function of individual factors: Facilitating conditions, perceived usefulness, perceived ease 
of use, and perceived satisfaction that affect users' behavioral intention to use PMC.  
All construct were taken from previously validated instruments and modified based on the 
context of PMC. The questionnaire consisted of two major parts: demographic information 
of respondents (gender, age, qualification, specialization, if respondents own smartphone, 
and if they have dealt with the application of e-medical consultant?). The second part was 
designed with 5 constructs that include 22 items measuring respondents' perceptions of 
PMC. All items are measured via a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) 
to 5 (strongly agree). 
4.11 Results and discussion: 
The measurement model was performed using SPSS AMOS 22.0 with the maximum 
likelihood estimation; it allows the computation of assorted indices of goodness-of-fit and 
the testing of the significance of loadings and correlations between constructs. The model 
validations have been evaluated in terms of individual item loadings, reliability of 
measures, and validity. 
Table 1 depicts the demographic information of participants, where all respondents own 
smartphone. Overall, females and males comprise 56.7% and 43.3% of respondents, 
respectively. Respondents are with different qualifications, 6.7% holds Diploma degree, 
83.3% Bachelor degree, and 10.0% holds Master degree. Furthermore, respondents are 
from different specialization domain, 53.3% of respondents are from medical domain and 
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46.7% from the non-medical domain. Finally, most of respondents have not dealt with the 
application of e-medical consultant is about 63.3% and 36.7% did so.  
Table 1. Characteristic of participant's demographic profiles  
Characteristic Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Gender 
Female 17 56.7 56.7 
Male 13 43.3 100.0 
Total 30 100.0  
Age 
25-30 3 10.0 10.0 
31-40 11 36.7 46.7 
41-50 13 43.3 90.0 
>51 3 10.0 100.0 
Total 30 100.0  
Qualification 
Diploma 2 6.7 6.7 
Bachelor 25 83.3 90.0 
Master 3 10.0 100.0 
Total 30 100.0  
Specialization 
Medical 16 53.3 53.3 
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Non medical 14 46.7 100.0 
Total 30 100.0  
Do you own smartphone? 
Yes 30 100.0 100.0 
Have you dealt with the application of e-medical consultant? 
No 19 63.3 63.3 
Yes 11 36.7 100.0 
Total 30 100.0  
 
Table 2 presents a summary of the measurement model including means, standard deviations, 
standardized factor loadings, Cronbach's alpha, and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of 
sampling adequacy. 
Descriptive statistics, such as mean and standard deviation are computed for each construct and 
item. The mean values of constructs fall above the midpoint ranging from 3.67 - 4.43, while the 
standard deviations range from 0.615 - 0.999, this indicates that most respondents "agree" on the 
items tested.  
Standardized factor loadings reflect the reliability of items,  where all items are significant (p < 
0.001) and their loading values exceed the threshold of 0.7 ranging from 0.703 - 0.961. 
Therefore, the results of factor loadings confirm that each construct is distinct and all items used 
to measure a particular construct load onto a single factor. 
Reliability of the constructs was assessed using Cronbach's coefficient alpha; Cronbach's Alpha 
of all constructs is about 0.961 and the mean value of all items is about 4.07. In addition, the 
coefficient values of each constructs exceed 0.7 and exhibit strong reliability, ranging from 0.902 
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- 0.960. This indicates that the items of each construct are reliable measures for their perspective 
construct. 
Validity of the constructs was assessed using KMO; where the measure of sampling adequacy is 
computed to check how small the partial correlations are relative to the original correlations. 
KMO value of all constructs is about 0.763 (Sig. = 0.001) and the approximate Chi-Square is 
about 773.609 at Bartlett's test of Sphericity. In addition, KMO values of each construct ranging 
from 0.776 - 0.854 are considered good. Overall, the validity and reliability evaluations of the 
constructs provide a high confidence about the model.  
Table 2. Results for the measurement model 
Construct Mean Std. dev Standardized factor 
loadings (>0.70)a 
Cronbach's Alpha 
(>0.70)a 
KMO 
(>0.60)a 
Facilitating Conditions (FC) 0.933 0.681 
FC1 4.00 0.910 0.712   
FC2 3.97 0.928 0.787   
FC3 3.93 0.828 0.767   
FC4 4.07 0.828 0.741   
Total 3.99     
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 0.931 0.749 
PEOU1 4.37 0.615 0.873   
PEOU2 4.23 0.774 0.762   
PEOU3 4.43 0.728 0.864   
PEOU4 3.83 0.747 0.703   
PEOU5 4.20 0.805 0.707   
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Total 4.21     
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 0.946 0.740 
PU1 4.13 0.730 0.918   
PU2 4.03 0.850 0.961   
PU3 3.93 0.944 0.892   
PU4 3.67 0.802 0.712   
PU5 3.83 0.747 0.706   
Total 3.92     
Perceived satisfaction (PS) 0.902 0.806 
PS1 4.00 0.871 0.721   
PS2 4.27 0.691 0.758   
PS3 4.07 0.980 0.833   
PS4 4.20 0.847 0.778   
Total 4.13     
Intention to Use (ITU) PMC application 0.960 0.806 
ITU1 4.33 0.711 0.883   
ITU2 4.07 0.980 0.867   
ITU3 3.97 0.999 0.888   
ITU4 4.00 0.910 0.864   
Total 4.10     
a
 Indicates an acceptable level o f reliability and validity 
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CHAPTER 5 
Discussion, Conclusion,and Future work 
5.1 Discussion 
  We, the students of Information Technology at University of Palestine are 
thinking of a way to help human being to use the application of mobile phone, thus, 
easing the burden of providing services to people through planning and 
implementing the electronic medical consultation project.  
to work on transforming the traditional manual system to an electronic system 
through mobile devices with android. 
We visited some doctors and specialists in the medical domain to gain knowledge 
on the basic medical criteria that we would use in the project. We identify the criteria 
used in the medical handle and identify all regulations and devices are costumed in. 
At the beginning we faced some difficulties in our interview, in terms o f inquire 
about some of the things that support our project, but we were able to get some 
information, although the few that had a role in the incision road ahead to start fixed 
mistake forward and the success of the project.  
5.2 Conclusion 
Consultant is the title of a senior hospital-based physician or surgeon who had 
completed all of his/her specialist training and been placed on the specialist register in 
their chosen speciality. Their role is entirely distinct to that of general practitioners, 
where consultants accept ultimate and significant personal responsibility for the care of 
all patients referred to them. 
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A consultant typically leads a "firm" (team of doctors) which comprises specialty 
registrars and foundation doctors, all training to work in the consultant's speciality, as 
well as other "career grade" doctors such as clinical assistants, clinical fellows, 
Speciality  
Doctors, associate specialists and staff grade doctors. They also have numerous other 
key roles in the functioning of hospitals and providing health service. 
The required time to become a consultant depends upon a number of factors, but 
principally the speciality chosen. Certain specialities require longer training and to be 
gritty, hence becoming a consultant can take more efforts, training, and time. Other 
specialities are relatively easy to progress through, and it is possible for a doctor to 
become a consultant much earlier in his or her career. After Modernising Medical 
Careers came into operation. 
Most consultants work on a long-term contract with one or more hospital trusts, and 
these posts are known as substantive consultant positions. Various titles (such as senior 
consultant, clinical director, medical director, lead consultant etc.) exist for consultants 
who have particular responsibilities for the overall management of the hospital or some 
part thereof. 
Medicine is a very complex science organized in a variety of disciplines. It is very 
difficult for a medical professional to rely only on his knowledge gained through school 
and practice. Aside from the already known PDA medical assistants, intra-hospital 
consultations, Web-forums, etc., our goal is to leverage the power of modern ICT by 
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providing a system dedicated to people who seek fast help in the medical domain, this is 
for the purpose of knowledge sharing. The system simulates the following ideal 
scenario: all doctors and patients in the world are in the same room, with all the logistics 
they need at hand. To achieve this goal, our system consists of an efficient IR subsystem 
for fetching the desired information as quickly as possible with great releva nce, a 
precise expert locator to find the appropriate expert to address the question, and 
synchronous communication system that provides remote collaboration.  
5.3  Application Challenges 
The application faces the difficulty of providing device running Android in the 
hands of people, especially the work of medical patients to consult a time of need 
and needs to Wi-Fi network, able to exchange of information between doctor and 
patient directly via the Internet, here lies the biggest challenge, as the Internet 
companies do not cover all areas of hospitals in Gaza Strip and Change management 
and risks that may result from improper use of the application that needs to accuracy 
in the selection of the symptoms suffered by the patient and not to take treatment or 
medication except under thesupervision of and communicate with the competent 
doctor to ensure healing . 
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5.4  Future Works 
The scope of the expert system is the problem of giving and finding the most 
suitable idea for the user that meets his talents and skills at the same time.  
There fore,  the system will only deal with the ideas  that are normally found in the 
database ,and as the knowledge base is a prototype many ideas for projects will be 
expand through time. we hope  plan is to convert the application to work on all 
platforms Operating Systems such as windows phone and  IOS to  reach  all  people  
and  become  the  first  choice  for  companies  to  market  themselves to wider range 
of people , As well as the possibility of communicating with the doctor after a 
diagnosis process and give them extra detailsand treatment of the disease. 
Finally we will increase the number of diseases that can be diagnosed based 
application to application becomes more widely used, flexible and responsive to users 
coatings. 
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 ةــــــــــاستبان
 المؤسسة الموقرة 
 السلام عميكم ورحمة الله وبركاته:::  الأخت الفاضمة  /الأخ الفاضل
وجية نظر راسة وذلك لد"خبيرالنظامال): CMP (شخصي الالمستشارالطبيتطبيق : "  يقوم الباحثون بإجراء دراسة بعنوان
وىو تطبيق ييدف بالدرجة الأولى لتقديم حمول مبتكرة ُتساعد المرضى في اكتشاف المستخدم وا  نطباعاتو حول تطبيق صحتي 
ولإجراء ىذه الدراسة , مدى تقبميم لإستخدام التطبيقالعواملالتيتؤثرعمى وكذلك معرفة  منو مبكرا وقبل تفاقموونالمرض الذي ُيعان
لذا أرجو منكم التكرم بالاجابة عن فقراتيا بكل دقة وموضوعية بما . تطمب الأمر إعداد استبانة للإجابة عمى بعض التساؤلات
 .البحث العممي فقطأمام ما ترونو مناسبًا, وذلك لغرض  )√(, وذلك بوضع اشارة  نظركوجيةيتلاءم مع 
وتفضموا بقبول فائق الاحترام والتقدير,,, 
:- الطلاب
محمد عبدالله صباح   
 محمد ناىض مطر 
 عمي الدردساوي  
 أكرم قاسم 
 كمية تكنولوجيا المعمومات 
جامعة فمسطين  
مدينة الزىراء  
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 ;توجييات التطبيق
  ِٓ خلاي لىلً بلاٌوتٕصُبه" الأٔذسوَذ"بذاَت لُ بتٕزًَ اٌتطبُك عًٍ هبتفه اٌزوٍ  .1
  عبَ61لُ بفتح اٌتطبُك وتسجًُ عضىَت جذَذة بششط أْ َىىْ عّشن فىق  .2
 ٌُتُ ِعبجتهبتعبئت استّبسة اٌتسجًُ واٌذلت فٍ ادخبي اٌبُبٔبث  .3
 بعذ اٌتسجًُ واٌتأوذ ِٓ اٌبُبٔبث الأتمبي ٌصفحت اٌذخىي ٌٍتطبُك وادخبي اسُ اٌّستخذَ ووٍّت اٌّشوس .4
 ظهىس واجهت تشحُبُت بئسُ اٌّستخذَ ووزٌه أخش أخش ٔتبئج فحص إْ لبَ ببٌذخىي ِسبمب .5
 لإختُبس الأعشاضاختُبس فحص جذَذ  .6
   أعشاض وحذ ألصً ِٓ اٌتٍ تشعش بهب ِٓ خلاي اٌمبئّت إٌّسذٌت 4اختُبس  .7
 تظهش ٌه لبئّت ببلأِشاض اٌّحتٍّت بٕبءا عًٍ الأعشاض اٌّختبسة   .8
 َمىَ إٌظبَ اٌخبُش بعشض سؤاي ٌعشض لذ تعبٍٔ ِٕه بٕبءا عًٍ إٌسبت الأوبش ِٓ إٌتُجت ٌلأِشاض .9
 تظهش ٌه ٔبفزة تفُذن ببٌّشض اٌّحتًّ وجىد ِعه ؤصُحت بزَبسة اٌطبُب اٌّختص .01
ارا تسبوث ٔسب الأعشاض ٌلأِشاض إٌبتجت اٌّحتٍّت فئْ اٌتطبُك َشعشن بعذَ اٌتّىٓ ِٓ وشف اٌّشض  .11
 واٌّحبوٌت ِشة أخشي ٌٍتأوذ ِٓ الأعشاض اٌتٍ تعبٍٔ بهب
  ٌلأِشاض اٌتٍ لذ تعبٍٔ ِٕهب بسُطتبئِىبٔه اٌضغظ عًٍ الأِشاض إٌبتجت ٌّعشفت ِعٍىِبث وحٍىي .21
 
: الدراسةتساؤلات 
 ؟صحتيتطبيقإدراك المستخدمون لتبني استخدام ما مدى  .1
 ؟صحتيتطبيقتصور المستخدمون لما مدى  .2
؟ صحتيتطبيقالمستخدمين لتبني استخدام اٌعىاِلاٌتُتؤثشعٍىٕىاَبما  .3
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 الجنس  ذكر   إنثى
 
  03-52   04-13
     العمر 
  05- 14    15> 
 
  دبموم   بكالوريس
      المؤىل العممي
  ماجستير   دكتوراه
 
 التخصص العممي  طبي   غير طبي
 
 ىل تمتمك ىادف ذكي بنظام اندرويد؟
   لا   نعم
 
 ىل تعاممت مع تطبيق استشارة طبية الكترونية من قبل؟
   لا   نعم
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 الفقرات #
موافق 
 بشدة
غير موافق  غير موافق  احيانًا موافق
 بشدة
  صحتي؟تطبيقستخدام اما مدى تصورك لسهولة 
      سيلالاستخدامصحتيتطبيق .1
      واضحومفيومصحتي تطبيقالتفاعل مع  .2
      بمفردي صحتي تطبيقإستخدامتعممكمةلليسمديأيمش .3
       صحتيأجدأنيمنالسيلإستخدامميزاتتطبيق .4
       صحتيستخدامتطبيقامنالسيلأنتصبحماىرًافي .5
  صحتي؟تطبيقستفادة من لإ لمدى اكماتصور
       صحتي مفيد للأغراض الطبيةتطبيق .1
      مزيدمنالمعموماتالطبيةفيفترةزمنيةقصيرة صحتي يتيح لي إيجاد تطبيق .2
       صحتيتطبيقبإستخدامسيلالعثورعمىمعموماتطبيةالمن .3
      ظيرنتائجكافيةودقيقة صحتي يمخرجاتالبحثمتطبيق .4
 يحسنمعرفتيالطبيةالشخصيةصحتي بشكمعام,تطبيق .5
 
     
 07
 
 الفقرات #
موافق 
 بشدة
غير موافق  غير موافق  احيانًا موافق
 بشدة
  صحتي؟تطبيقستخدامشعورك بالرضا من إمامدى 
      صحتيستخدامتطبيقلإأناسعيدوممتن .1
       صحتيباستخدامتطبيقلرضا أشعربا .2
      يعممبالطريقةالتيأريدىا صحتي تطبيق .3
       صحتيستخدامتطبيقإأناراضعنسيولةبشكل عام, .4
  صحتي؟ستخدامتطبيقهل لديك النية لا
      طبية للأغراضال صحتيستخدامتطبيقاأنوي .1
       صحتيباستمرارستخدامتطبيقاأنوي .2
      التطبيقات أكثرمنغيرىمن صحتيُأفّضمتطبيق .3
       صحتيأوصيباستخدامتطبيق .4
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Questionnaire in English: 
Personal Medical Consultant: An Expert System 
 
 
Sex  Female   Male 
 
Age 
 25-30   31-40 
     
 41-50   > 51 
 
Qualification 
 Diploma   Bachelor 
     
 Master   PhD 
 
Specialization  Medical domain   Non medical domain 
 
Do you own smartphone  No   Yes 
 
Have you dealt with the application 
of e-medical consultant? 
 No   
Yes 
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# Items SD D N A SA 
Facilitating Conditions (FC) 
1.  I find necessary resources to use PMC application with ease      
2.  Anyone can help me use PMC application      
3.  PMC application offers technical support when needed      
4.  In general, PMC application offers appropriate support      
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 
1.  I find PMC application easy to use      
2.  My interaction with PMC application is clear and understandable      
3.  
I don't have any problems learning about PMC application on my 
own 
  
   
4.  I find it easy to use the features of PMC application      
5.  In general, it is easy to become skillful at using PMC application      
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
1.  PMC application is useful      
2.  
PMC application allow me to find more medical information in a 
short time period 
  
   
3.  PMC application makes it easier to find what I am searching for      
4.  
The search outputs of the PMC application present sufficient and 
accurate results 
  
   
5.  In general, PMC application improves my personal medical      
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# Items SD D N A SA 
knowledge 
Perceived satisfaction (PS) 
1.  I am pleased and grateful using PMC application      
2.  I feel satisfied using PMC application      
3.  PMC application works as I want      
4.  Overall, I am satisfied with the usability of PMC application      
Intention to Use (ITU) PMC application 
1.  I intend to use PMC application      
2.  I intend to use PMC application on a regular basis      
3.  I prefer using PMC application over other applications      
4.  I recommend using PMC application      
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Appendices B : 
 Sequence diagram -- S4: Add disease 
 
Figure3.6: Personal Medical Consultant App Add disease Sequence Diagram 
Sequence diagram -- S5: Search 
 
Personal Medical  
 
Personal Medical  
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4.18 Database Table 
A database is a data structure that stores organized information, the following database 
tables , interrelated by different relations to comprises business advisor database.  
Table 3.9 shows user"admin" database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Admin 
Id INT(10) 
User VARCHAR(50) 
Password VARCHAR(50) 
Email VARCHAR(50) 
Enable_Upload Boolean 
Msg_Upload VARCHAR(50) 
Datetime Date 
Table 3.9 Admin Table in Database 
Table 3.10 shows "Marad" database table attributes, their types, and attributes size. 
Marad 
Id INT(10) 
Name VARCHAR(200) 
Dsc VARCHAR(500) 
Gender INT(5) 
Main3rd VARCHAR(300) 
Table 3.10 Marad Table in Database 
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Table 3.11 shows "user" database table attributes, their types, and attributes size.  
User 
Id INT(10) 
User VARCHAR(50) 
Password VARCHAR(50) 
Mail VARCHAR(50) 
Pass VARCHAR(50) 
Is formal Boolean 
Gender VARCHAR(50) 
Height VARCHAR(50) 
Width VARCHAR(50) 
Age VARCHAR(50) 
Table 3.11Users in Database 
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